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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of detailed

analyses of the images from experiments that
were conducted on the formation of solid

hydrogen particles in liquid helium. Solid

particles of hydrogen were frozen in liquid
helium, and observed with a video camera. The

solid hydrogen particle sizes, their agglomerates,
and the total mass of hydrogen particles were
estimated. Particle sizes of 1.9 mm to 8 mm

(0.075 to 0.315 in.) were measured. The particle
agglomerate sizes and areas were measured, and

the total mass of solid hydrogen was computed.
A total mass of from 0.22 to 7.9 grams of

hydrogen was frozen. Compaction and expansion
of the agglomerate implied that the particles
remain independent particles, and can be

separated and controlled. These experiment

image analyses are one of the first steps toward
visually characterizing these particles, and allow
designers to understand what issues must be

addressed in atomic propellant feed system
designs for future aerospace vehicles.

NOMENCLATURE

ASTP Advanced Space Transportation
Program

DOE Department of Energy
FCC Face centered cubic
FOV Field of view

GLOW Gross lift off weight

GRC Glenn Research Center (formerly
known as Lewis)

H Atomic hydrogen
HCP Hexagonal close pack

H2 Molecular Hydrogen
He Helium

LLNL Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory

NASA National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

NLS
O/F

SMIRF
STR
USAF

Wt.%
x/L

National Launch System
Oxidizer to fuel ratio

Small Multipurpose Research Facility
Space Transportation Research
United States Air Force

Weight percent
Non-dimensional distance from

dewar lid

INTRODUCTION

For over 68 years, the promise of atomic
propellants has been pursued (Refs. 1 to 10).

Using atoms of boron, carbon, or hydrogen,
maintained at cryogenic temperatures, very

exciting advances in rocket propellants and
airbreathing fuels can be created. Over the

decades, many details of the physics of storing
such propellants have been analyzed and
experimentally determined. Current research is

underway with a team from the USAF, NASA,
DOE, university, industry, and small business
partners (Ref. 2). The extensive data that has

been amassed over the last 68 years have shown
increasing storage densities for atoms in solid

cryogenic storage media, and that there may be
future breakthroughs that allow the more routine
use of atoms for fuels.

WHY ATOMIC PROPELLANTS?

In the future, rocket and airbreathing
propulsion systems may be able to gain great
benefits from the enormous power of atomic

propellants. A summary of atomic hydrogen
rocket gross lift off weight (GLOW) is shown in
Figure 1 (Ref. 3). Using a 15-wt.% atomic

hydrogen fuel, the gross lift off weight of the

launch vehicle can be reduced by 50 percent over
the National Launch System (NLS) using O2/H2

propellants. The baseline rocket and payload
weight for the comparison is an oxygen

NASA/TMm2002-211297 1



/hydrogen rocket taking 96,000 kg of payload to

Earth orbit. For the atomic hydrogen fuel, the
oxidizer to fuel (O/F) ratio is 0.0. Additional

analyses and suggested optimal fuel selections

for atomic rocket vehicles are presented in
Refs. 3 to 6, and 9.

SOLID HYDROGEN EXPERIMENTS

Solid hydrogen particle formation in liquid
• helium was experimentally investigated.

Experiments were planned to do an initial visual

characterization of the particles, observe their

formation, and molecular transformations (aging)
while in liquid helium. The particle sizes,

molecular transformations, and agglomeration

times were estimated from video image analyses
(Ref. 9). The work presented here includes more

detailed studies of the video images, which more

precisely measured the particles sizes. In the
previous work (Ref. 9), only a few of the

smallest particles were analyzed. This paper's

work includes the analyses of numerous images,
and numerous particles in each image. The
image analyses also allowed the sttidy of the

compaction or expansion of the agglomerated
particles over time. Studying the compaction

and expansion of the complete agglomerate will
show the nature of the solid hydrogen particles,

and their ability to remain independent entities.
A mass estimate was not conducted in the

previous work (Ref. 9). Using the new image
analyses, the total mass of solid hydrogen that
was formed in each run was also measured.

Characterizing solid hydrogen particles is
required before any practical propellant feed

system can be created. Solid hydrogen particles
were selected as a means of storing atomic
propellants in future launch vehicles. When

storing atoms of boron, carbon, hydrogen, or

other atomic materials, a solid hydrogen particle
is preferred. Very low temperature (T < 4 K)
cryogenic particles have the ability to stabilize

and prevent the atoms from recombining and
controlling their lifetime. The particles and the

atoms must remain at this low temperature until
the fuel is introduced into the engine combustion
(or recombination) chamber.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments were conducted in the

Small Multipurpose Research Facility (SMIRF,

formerly the Small Multilayer Insulation

Research Facility, Ref. 11). The facility has a

vacuum tank, into which the experimental setup
was placed. The vacuum tank is used to prevent
heat leaks and subsequent boiloff of the liquid
helium, and the supporting systems maintain the

temperature and pressure of the liquid helium
bath where the solid particles were created.

The experimental setup included several key
components. Figure 2 depicts the helium dewar

and the associated liquid hydrogen tank. A small
cryogenic dewar was used to contain the helium

bath, in which the solid hydrogen particles were

formed. The dewar was 711.2 mm(28 in.) in

height, with a 609.6 mm (24 in.) inside depth and
had an inside diameter of 315.9 mm (12.438 in.).
To create the solid hydrogen, liquid hydrogen at
a temperature of 14 to 16 K was used. To

contain the liquid hydrogen, a small stainless

steel tank was used, which was 152.4 mm (6 in.)
in diameter, and 609.6 mm (24 in.) long. As
shown in Figure 2, the tank was mounted above

the dewar. To control the hydrogen flow, a
precision flow valve was used, and a video

camera recorded the particle formation. All of

the flow control for the liquid hydrogen, liquid
and gaseous helium, and nitrogen purge gases
was provided by the SMIRF systems.

The field of view (FOV) of the camera
versus the distance from the dewar lid was

computed. Figure 3 compares the camera field

of view with the dewar diameter. Once the liquid
helium's free surface is at x/L = .43 (315.9 mm,

or 12.0 in., with L = 711.2 mm (28 in.)), the
liquid's entire surface is in the FOV. For runs 1,
2, and 3, the helium liquid level was maintained

at nearly 559 mm (22 in.) from the dewar lid.
This location was chosen based on the

knowledge of the field of view of the camera.

During runs 4 to 7, the liquid level was typically

at 406.4 mm (16 in.) below the lid. This height
was chosen to see the particles with higher

magnification, and to see if there were any
specific phenomena that were not seen in the
wider angle view.

Table I shows the locations of the silicon

diodes for the temperature measurements. As
these temperature measurements were used to
establish the location of the helium surface and

overall image sizes and field of view, the diode

locations are presented. The detailed
temperature profiles in the helium dewar are
presented in Ref. 9. The diodes have a
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temperatureaccuracyof+1 degree K, and they
are attached to a non-metallic rake, composed of
circuit board material that extended from the

dewar lid into the liquid helium. The diodes
were mounted on the rake. Circuit board

material was used as it had a low thermal

conductivity, it was readily available, and was

easily cut to the proper dimensions. A
polycarbonate screw attached the top end of the

circuit board to a polycarbonate rod. The upper
end of the polycarbonate rod was threaded and
screwed into the underside of the helium dewar
lid.

TABLE I.--SILICON DIODE LOCATIONS IN
HELIUM DEWAR

L, DEWAR = 711.2 MM (28 IN.)

Name Location below

dewar lid (in.)

SD4 (lid) 0
LL1 2

LL2 4
LL3 7

LL4 10
LL 5 12
LL 6 14

LL 7 16
LL 8 19

LL 9 22

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

During the experimental runs, a small

amount of liquid hydrogen was dropped onto the
surface of the liquid helium. The hydrogen flow

rate selected was 1/500th liter per second, so as
to see the particles form, and eliminate any

chance of the relatively warm liquid hydrogen
vaporizing all of the liquid helium in the dewar.
A small amount of the liquid helium contained in

a dewar vaporized as it froze the hydrogen
particles.

In the first step of the hydrogen freezing
process, the liquid hydrogen temperature was
lowered to 14 to 16 K. This process allowed the
hydrogen to be at a very low temperature, near

its freezing point. Comparisons of the heat

capacity of helium and the heats of liquefaction
and fusion (solidification) of hydrogen led to the

selection of conditioning the hydrogen to a very
low temperature before releasing it onto the
helium surface. Otherwise a large amount of
helium would have been used to condense the

gaseous hydrogen, liquefy it, and then finally
freeze the hydrogen into solid particles. Large
clouds of vapor that are created during higher

speed hydrogen freezing would have also
obscured the formation process, and thwarted
efforts to see the final particles.

As the liquid hydrogen fell toward the

helium surface, it begins to freeze and particles
form immediately after hitting the helium

surface. Some of the hydrogen appears to freeze
as it falls, but some vaporizes as well. The

hydrogen was a jet of fluid, with the outer shear

layer vaporizing, but the central core remaining
liquid for a short time, and finally freezing
during the drop, and as it hits the helium surface.

During the fall of the hydrogen onto the
helium, some of the hydrogen went into the gas
phase. Small clouds of hydrogen can be seen

forming about the stream of hydrogen falling
onto the free surface. Additional instrumentation
will be needed to assess the total mass of

hydrogen that is in the gas phase versus the solid

particles. The temperature profiles of the dewar
may shed light on the amount of gas formed, and

a thermal and mass balance analysis can be
conducted to more accurately measure the

distribution of hydrogen gas and solid hydrogen
in the dewar. A mass spectrometer can be used
to determine the mass of hydrogen in the helium

gas above the liquid helium.

Solid hydrogen is less dense than helium, so
the hydrogen particles floated on the surface,

simplifying the particle imaging. In an

operational propulsion system, this buoyancy
property will be overcome by gelling the helium,
thus allowing the hydrogen particles to be

suspended in the helium. During the testing, it

was noted that the frozen hydrogen particles may
also serve as an effective gelling agent for liquid
helium.

Many frames from the videotape of the

experiment were captured and analyzed.
Table II summarizes the timing for the

experimental runs, where each solid hydrogen
formation run began. There was an interval of
between 25 and 65 minutes between runs. These

time spans were chosen to allow the particles to
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TABLEII__SOLIDHYDROGENVIDEO
EVENTTIMING

Priortothefirstrun,theheliumlevelisbetween
19and22in.belowthelid.

13:36:27
14:13:35
14:55:02

The1stdropbegins.
The2nddropbegins.
The3rddropbegins.

A newheliumlevelisselected.Theheliumlevel
isnowbetween12and14in.belowthelid.

15:59:34
17:00:50
17:25:51
17:58:51

The4thdropbegins.
The5thdropbegins.
The6thdropbegins.
The7thdropbegins.

agglomerate,andtoobserveanyunusualor
unexpectedproperties.A moredetailedlisting
oftheeventsfromeachrunandthehydrogen
temperaturespriortothehydrogenreleaseare
providedinReference9. Thesmallparticles
wereallowedtofloatontheheliumsurfaceforat
least25minutesbeforeaddingmorehydrogen.
Duringthat25minuteminimumtimespan,they
begantoseekeachotherout,agglomerateintoa
largercollectionofparticles,andminimizetheir
surfaceenergyastheyfloatonthehelium.The
particlesalsoturnedfromclearortranslucent
crystalstocloudycrystals,implyingatransition
fromfacecenteredcubic(FCC)tohexagonal
closepack(HCP)moleculepacking(Ref.12).
Afterallowingthefirstbatchofparticlestoform
over3experimentalruns,weagitatedthehelium
surface,andsawthattheparticlesquicklybroke
upintotheiroriginalsmallercomponents.The
particleswouldthenagainbegintoagglomerate.
Additionalflowsofliquidhydrogenwerefrozen
ontheliquidheliumsurface,andalargerand
largermassofparticleswasobserved.

SOLID HYDROGEN TESTING RESULTS

Three major measurements were conducted

using the solid hydrogen images: particle sizes,

compaction or expansion of the complete
agglomerate, and the total mass of the solid
hydrogen. Appendix A contains the tabular data

on particle sizes. Appendix B contains the
image data of the video observations. These data

are the measurements of the particle and
agglomeration sizes from the video observations.

All of the observations were done with a black

and white video camera, with a 56 degree field

of view (or a 28 degree half angle). The fighting
of the helium surface was with a fiber optic
lighting system. The helium free surface was not

always completely illuminated, especially for
Runs4 to 7. The indirect illumination of the

reflected fight from the polished dewar surfaces
allowed fight to illuminate the shadows
surrounding the lit free surface.

Analysis Background

The images were taken with a 0.5 inch lens,
charged coupled device (CCD) black and white
camera. The illumination in the Dewar was

created with 150 Watt bulb with the light
introduced into the dewar with an optical fiber

system. The VHS video images were copied to a

Betacam tape format to improve the ability to
obtain high definition frames for analysis. A
commercially available photo manipulation and
analysis software package was used.

There were three effective heights to the
liquid level that were used in the image analyses.

The highest level for the helium was during
Runs 4 and 5 (x/L = 0.5, 14 in. below the lid),
the lowest in runs 1 to 3 (x/L = 0.786, 22 in.

below the lid), and in the intermediate height
during runs 6 and 7 5 (x/L = 0.571, 16 in. below
the lid). Three different baseline sizes for the

overall image area (representing the entire free
surface helium in the dewar) were used. The

specific particle sizes were then measured, and
the ratio of the two, with the overall dewar

surface area, is used to compute the particle size.

Particle sizes

The solid hydrogen particles were analyzed

by digitizing the video images, and measuring
the sizes of the particles. The particle size
measurements were corrected for the actual size

of the particles using these equations:

area, particle = (area, dewar/pixels, dewar)
x pixels, particle

where:

area, particle =
area, dewar =

area of the particle (nllTl 2)

area of the dewar free surface
(mm 2)

NAS A/TM_2002-211297 4



pixels,dewar= numberof pixels in the imaged
free surface

pixels, particle = number of pixels in the imaged
particle

At the beginning of and during each run, a
variety of individual particles are measured. The
smallest of the particles is identified, as well as a

representative set of other larger particle sizes.

Figure 4 illustrates a typical image from the
analyses. The circle encompasses a small set of

hydrogen particles that have agglomerated.

Figures 5 and 6 provide the particle sizes.
Overall, the initial formed particles were 1.9 mm

to 8 mm (0.075 to 0.315 in. ) in diameter. These
particles were the smallest particles that formed

during the initial freezing of the hydrogen. In
this testing, no control was placed on the particle

formation, other than the helium and hydrogen
temperature and pressure and the flow rate of the
hydrogen. The simple freezing process is

somewhat random, and the particles will vary in
size simply due to the random breakup of the
stream of hydrogen that fell onto the helium

during the freezing process. The other

measurement variation of the particles from the
video images that occurred was that all of the

particles were not perfectly spherical or
elliptical, thus an effective circular diameter,
based on the particle area was calculated. These

initial particle sizes were later used to estimate

the thickness of the hydrogen layer that formed
on the helium surface.

Compaction and Expansion of Particle
A_lomerations

__

Compaction and expansion: After the
particles have agglomerated, the overall

agglomerate tends to begin compacting and

expanding. The agglomerate is composed of
many millimeter sized particles. Figure 7
compares two images from Run 7, and shows the

subtler changes of size of the agglomerate. The
compaction and expansion of the agglomerate

was evident after detailed sizing analyses were
performed. Figure 8 shows this particle diameter

comparison, and the sudden change in area that
occurs later in the run.

At the end of Run 7, the particles that had

compacted were agitated to break up the
agglomerate. The newly formed particles tended

to cover a much greater area, and almost formed

a gel structure across the liquid helium surface.
Figure 9 compares the particle agglomerate
shape from the time of 17,330 seconds

(18:25:17) to 17,676 seconds (18:31:03) and
shows this new expanded structure. This new

more filamentous structure for the particles
persisted until the end of the run. The earlier

image is during the quiescent agglomeration
period, and the later image shows the result of

the violent break up of the particles caused by
lowering the dewar pressure. The effective
agglomerate diameter increased from 118.7 mm

to 139.1 mm. This showed that the particles will
break up into their smaller original constituents,
and are largely able to remain independent
entities.

Total mass of solid hydrogen: After
freezing occurs, and all of the particles have
agglomerated at the end of each run, the total

mass of hydrogen is calculated. The calculation

is conducted by measuring the total area of the
hydrogen agglomerate, multiplying by its

thickness, and finally multiplying by the density
of the solid hydrogen.

Mass = area x thickness x density

where:

Mass = total mass of solid hydrogen (g)

area - area of solid hydrogen agglomerate
(mm2)

thickness = thickness of solid hydrogen

agglomerate (mm)
density = density of solid hydrogen (g/mm 3)

The thickness of the hydrogen layer was
estimated based on the observed diameters

smallest particles that were observed during the

beginning of an individual run. Figure 10
illustrates the assumptions about the hydrogen

layer thickness. The smallest diameter particles
were measured during the first few minutes of
the run. The largest and smallest individual

particles that were found during the beginning of
the run were used as the thickness of the

hydrogen layer. In observing the solid hydrogen,
it was found that the particles tended to

agglomerate after the initial freezing process, but
the particles were easily distinguished as

separate entities during the agglomeration

process. The density of helium and hydrogen are
sufficiently different that all of the hydrogen
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particlesfloatontheheliumsurface.Nolarge
"icebergs"ofhydrogenarecreatedinthe
freezingprocess.

Twodensitieswereusedforthesolid
hydrogen:7.7x10-5and9.0x10-5g/mm3(77and
90kg/m3).Thesedatawereobtainedfrom
Refs.13to16.Avariationinthedensitywas
considered,assomeoftheparticlesmaynotbe
of auniformdensity.Also,thedensityofthe
solidhydrogenmayincreasewithtime(Ref.14)
withlongerexposuretocryogenictemperatures.

Theplannedflowrateofliquidhydrogen
was1/500thliterpersecond,or0.154g/s.On
runs1to6theon-timefortheliquidhydrogen
valvewas7to 13seconds(Ref.9),butonly1to
3secondsofflowwasobserved.Usingthetotal
massdataandthetimingforeachrun,the
averagemassflowratecanbeestimated.The
averageflowrateforRun1wasfrom

Massflowrate(g/s)= 0.220g/3s=
= 0.073g/s(forH2density,77kg/m3)

to:

Massflowrate(g/s)=0.421g/3s=
= 0.1403g/s(forH2density,90kg/m3)

Thus,theflowrateshaveagoodmatchtothe
observedanddesiredflowrates.

Figures11and12(a)and(b)showthetotal
massesofhydrogencalculatedfromtheimage
analyses,l_uns1to3(inFigure11)andRuns4
to7(inFigures12(a)and(b))arecontiguous
runs,andthesearepresentedinseparatefigures.
Thefigurespresentamatrixofsizesfromeach
run,astheprecisehydrogendensityandparticle
size(andthehydrogenlayerthickness)isnot
known.Run1producedabout0.22to0.421
gramsof solidhydrogen.ByRun3,thetotal
massofsolidhydrogenproduced1.6to3.6
grams.At theendofRun7,thetotalmassof
hydrogenwas2.34to7.9grams.

Thevariationinparticlesize,andtherefore
thethicknessofthehydrogenlayerisespecially
interestingforRuns1to3. Largerparticleswere
formedinRun1,butsmallerparticleswereable
toforminRuns2and3. InRuns4to7,the
particlesdidtendtobelargerastimeprogressed,
andthismaybeduetosomeclumpingofthe
solidhydrogenastimeproceeds.

OBSERVATIONS

Precise knowledge of the hydrogen layer
thickness was difficult to achieve. The particle
sizes of the hydrogen were somewhat random.

The variation in the solid hydrogen mass
estimate was due to the uncertainties in the

thickness of the hydrogen layer and the hydrogen

density. More precise knowledge of the
hydrogen density over time is needed.

Additional higher resolution imaging of the
hydrogen on the surface and at the surface level

can provide important information to solve this
difficulty.

As the particles were agglomerating, some
of the particles tend to stick together more

tenaciously, and others rolled in the liquid
helium, and only lightly osculated with the other
large agglomeration. Sometimes, this motion

persisted, and the area of the agglomerate varied

from minute to minute, making a perfect
measurement more difficult.

Breaking up the particles was typically easy
to accomplish. The pressure was reduced in the

dewar to several psi less than atmospheric

pressure, and the particles readily dispersed.
Once the vacuum was turned on, and the

particles were forced to separate, we saw the

larger agglomerates or clumps, and some of

these particle clumps persisted in a larger size.

The small area that creates nucleate boiling
will make the particle move in random motions,
and prevent a quick agglomeration if there is

only a small mass of hydrogen on the surface.

There is a bright spot in the middle of the
image for only the initial Runs 1 to 3. There was
a localized nucleation site at the bottom of the

dewar, that created a miniature boiling bubble
stream, looking like a "tornado," which reflected

light directly back to the camera. During Runs 4
to 7, when the surface was quiescent, the
reflected light appeared due to the polished
dewar surfaces.

In some cases, there seemed to be a cloud of

hydrogen or helium above the liquid free surface,

which complicated the image analyses. These
clouds took on twodistinct forms. The first was

simply a cloud of hydrogen that occurred

because of the high flow rate into the dewar.

Thiscloud dissipates as the hydrogen
temperature drops, and the gas freezes, or goes

NASA/TM--2002-211297 6



uptheventfromthedewar.Thesecondcloudis
morefascinating,asit persistsabovethehelium
surface,butonlyundersomespecializedand,at
leastwiththistesting,mostlyunreproducible
conditions.

A sheenorbrighteningofthehydrogen
surfaceoccurswhenadditionalhydrogenis
droppeddirectlyontothepreexistingsolid
hydrogenfromapreviousrun.Thisbrightening
islikelytobeverytinyparticlesthathave
formedonthepreexistingsolidhydrogen,
depositingfromthegasphase.Suchtiny
particleswererarelyseen,buttheireffectmaybe
importantandmustbeaccountedforin future
experimentalplanning.

Intheformationofthesolidhydrogen
particles,therewereseveralrulesofthumbthat
allowedbettervisualizationofthesurface.The
quiescentsurfaceoftheheliumallowedforthe
bestvisualization.Anycontaminationofthe
dewarsurfacecreatednucleatingsites,whichled
tobubblesthatcanreflectlightandobscurethe
particles.Subsequenttestingin2001useda
smallaluminumconetodiffusethe'lightfrom
theopticalfibersystem,preventinganyfurther
glareorreflections.

Themassflowrateofliquidhydrogento
formsolidhydrogenmustbesmallenoughto
preventcloudingofthefieldofdewarduringa
run.Thesecloudsarevaporizinghydrogen,and
thevapormayleadtoinefficienthydrogen
production.Acontinuousflowprocesswhere
thehydrogeniscarriedawayfromtheliquid
hydrogendropzonewouldlikelybeagood
engineeringsolutionandmakeforanefficient
futureproductionscheme.

Newtestingthatwasrecentlycompletedin
2001showedotherwaystocreateverytinysolid
particles,withcondensationofhydrogengas.
Thisformationprocesshowever,maybemuch
morecostly(muchmoreheliumrequiredto
freezegaseoushydrogen)thanusingliquid
hydrogen.Inthesubsequentsolidhydrogen
testingconductedin2001,it appearedthattiny
particleswereobservedfreezingonthewalls,
andthenslumpingintotheliquidhelium.In
othercases,thetinyparticlesappearedto
scintillate,andinsomecasesappeartobe
microscopic.Theparticlecreatedchainsand
"concatenated"intostrings,andcurledupinto
tightballsof solidhydrogen.Analysesofthese

datawillnodoubtfindmorepreferredsolutions
forparticleproduction.

CONCLUSIONS

Using video images from hydrogen freezing
experiments, solid hydrogen particle sizes and

the total masses of solid hydrogen were
measured. The smallest particle sizes found in
the experimentswere from 1.9 to 8 mm (0.075 to

0.315 in.) in diameter. After allowing the

particles to agglomerate, the new complete
agglomerate is typically a loose collection of the

smaller particles, and is easily dispersed.

Compaction and expansion of the

agglomerate implied that the particles remain

independent particles, and can be separated and
controlled. At the end of Run 7, the particles

that had compacted were agitated to break up the
agglomerate. The newly formed particles tended
to cover a much greater area, and almost formed

a gel structure across the liquid helium surface.
This new more filamentous structure for the

particles persisted until the end of the run. The

effective agglomerate diameter increased from
118.7 mm to 139.1 mm. This showed that the

particles will break up into their smaller original
constituents, and are largely able to remain
independent entities.

The total masses of solid hydrogen created

were from 0.22 to 7.9 grams. The data presents a
matrix of sizes from each run, as the precise
hydrogen density and particle size (and the
hydrogen layer thickness) is not known. Run 1

produced about 0.22 to 0.421 grams of solid
hydrogen. By Run 3, the total mass of solid

hydrogen produced 1.6 to 3.6 grams. At the end

of Run 7, the total mass of hydrogen was 2.34 to
7.9 grams.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Many researchers have investigated the
formation of solid hydrogen particles.
Additional research conducted with solid

hydrogen (Refs. 17 to 32) has pointed to many

ways of creating particles that are acceptable for
fusion energy research, and many other
applications. The precise control of the

formation process will be needed for storing

atomic species in the solid hydrogen particles.
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Theformationandsizeoftheparticlesin this
testingwerenotcontrolled,saveforthecontrol
oftemperatureandpressure.However,thesize
variationsofthesmallestparticlesseemtofall
withintheneededsizeforsolidparticlefeed
systems:1.9to8mm(0.075to0.315in.)
diameters.Thisobservationbodeswellfor
lowercosthydrogenparticleproduction.

Solidhydrogenandatomicpropellantshave
apossiblefuturenotonlyforrocketpropellants,
butenergystorageonEarthaswellassystemsto
assistHumankind'seffortstoexploreandone
dayestablishhumanbasesandmorepermanent
footholdsintheOuterSolarSystem.Ofcourse,
ourcurrentabilitiestostoreatomsinsolid
hydrogenarelimitedwithonlyafractionof
0.1wt.%beingstored.Foreffectivepropulsion,
wemusthavefrom15-and50-wt.%ofstored
atoms.Hopefullywithtime,ourabilitiesto
manipulatematterandunderstandthebasic
natureofatomicspecieswillcatchupwithour
propulsionvisionsandimaginations,andmake
possiblethefantasticpotentialforatomicrocket
propellants.
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Atomic hydrogen rockets: no helium addition
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Figure 1.--Atomic hydrogen GLOW for monopropeilants: 10-, 15, and 50-wt.% H,
NLS = National Launch System, 96,000 kg payload for all vehicles.
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Figure Z--Solid hydrogen testing: helium dewar and liquid hydrogen tank arrangement.
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Figure 3.----Solid hydrogen experiment: camera field of view (FOV),
dewar diameter = 315.9 mm.
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Figure 4.--Solid hydrogen particle formation experiment: Run 1, at 13:37:38.
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Figure 6.--Solid hydrogen particle diameters: Runs 4 to 7 - 3/23/1999.

Figure 7.---Solid hydrogen particle agglomerate compaction -expansion example:

Runs 7 - at 16,231 seconds (18:06:58) and 17,330 seconds (18:25:17).
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Numerous particles form

initially after the liquid
hydrogen flow. Particles

"a" and "b" represent
the smallest and largest
individual solid

hydrogen particles
formed.
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The final
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to the diameter of

the particles "a" or
"b"
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Figure 10.---Solid hydrogen mass estimation - illustration.
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Appendix A: Solid Hydrogen Experiments for Atomic Propellants
Data from image analyses

Bryan Palaszewski

NASA Glenn, MS 5-10
05/30/2001

Solid Hydrogen Experiments for Atomic Propellants

Particle sizes from Solid Hydrogen video observations

Dewar Diameter = 12.4375 in.

Dewar inside diameter = 12 and 7/16 inches

Particle size calibrations

Run 1-3 at 72 dpi. = 508,664 pixels

Run 4-5 at 72 dpi. = 538,483 pixels
Run 6-7 at 72 dpi. = 541,063 pixels

Run 1 time

Particle diameter (mm)

Run 2

Particle diameter (mm)

Run 3

Particle diameter (mm)

13:36:27

13:37:06 0:00:39 0:00:39

13:37:15 0:00:48 0:00:48
13:37:18 0:00:51 0:00:51

13:37:25 0:00:58 0:00:58

13:37:28 0:01:01 0:01:01
13:38:54 0:02:27 0:02:27

13:41:44 0:05:17 0:05:17

13:41:46 0:05:19 0:05:19

14:13:35

14:13:34

14:13:39
14:13:42

14:13:48
14:23:32

14:23:35
14:23:43

14:55:02
14:55:17

14:55:45

14:57:14

14:58:15

15:06:21
15:09:44

15:10:25

15:12:11

0:00:04
0:00:07

0:00:13

0:09:57
0:10:00

0:10:08

0:00:15
0:00:43

0:02:12

0:03:13
0:11:19

0:14:42
0:15:23

0:17:09

0:37:08

0:37:07
0:37:12

0:37:15
0:37:21

0:47:05
0:47:08

0:47:16

1:18:35

1:18:50

1:19:18
1:20:47

1:21:48

1:29:54
1:33:17

1:33:58
1:35:44

t within run t overall

0.0

39.0
48.0

51.0

58.O
61.0

147.0

317.0
319.0

a b c d e f
0.0

39.0 6.057203 16.59129 9.602843 9.78499 9.001711 4.248577
48.0 11.31033 11.14431 3.705953 15.21568 6.688326 6.024701

51.0 7.29182 12.57531 16.42488 10.31217 6.008401
58.0 20.86556

61.0 7.62074 9.343967 32.18908
147.0 25.50311

317.0 32.77206

319.0 31.35236

0.0

0.0
5.0

8.0

14.0
598.0

601.0
609.0

2227.0 6.717617 12.2513
2232.0 4.77068

2235.0 4.972063 2.938175 2.029834

2241.0 7.973038 17.06351 6.688339 60.48271
2825.0 85.36006
2828.0 85.0884

2836.0 87.77162

0.0
15

43

132
193

679
882

923

1029

4715.0

4730.0 2.870622 3.068824

4758.0 4.294526 4.178749 4.083761
4847.0 3.961834 3.758526

4908.0 4.059672 3.598515 2.214731
5394.0 111.2916

5597.0 114.3017

5638.0 109.4437
5744.0 109.1367

O

0

Z

©

>

0

0

>
Z

!

Run 4-7 data - particles app A
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Appendix A: Solid Hydrogen Experiments for Atomic Propellants
Data from image analyses

Bryan Palaszewski

NASA Glenn, MS 5-10

05/30/2001

Solid Hydrogen Experiments for Atomic Propellants

Particle sizes from Solid Hydrogen video observations

Dewar Diameter = 12.4375 in.

Dewar inside diameter = 12 and 7/16 inches

Run 4

Particle diameter (mm)

Run 5

Particle diameter (mm)

Run 6

Particle diameter (mm)

time

15:59:34 2:23:07

15:59:44 0:00:10 2:23:17

16:00:29 0:00:55 2:24:02

16:08:19 0:08:45 2:31:52

16:09:14 0:09:40 2:32:47

16:11:33 0:11:59 2:35:06

16:18:39 0:19:05 2:42:12

16:22:54 0:23:20 2:46:27

]6:2?:20 0:27:46 2:50:53

16:31:09 0:31:35 2:54:42

]6:36:]5 0:36:41 2:59:48

16:50:02 0:50:28 3:13:35

16:50:25 0:50:51 3:13:58

16:50:46 0:51:12 3:14:19

17:00:50 3:24:23

17:01:22 0:00:32 3:24:55

lT:O1:25 0:00:35 3:24:58

17:01:38 0:00:48 3:25:11

17:02:02 0:01:12 3:25:35

17:02:22 0:01:32 3:25:55

17:02:46 0:01:56 3:26:19

17:25:34 0:24:44 3:49:07

17:25:51 3:49:24

17:25:57 0:00:06 3:49:30

17:26:16 0:00:25 3:49:49

17:26:22 0:00:31 3:49:55

0.0

10

55

525.0

580.0

719.0

1145.0

525.0

1666.0

1895.0

2201.0

3028.0

3051.0

3072.0

0.0

32

35

48.0

72

92

116

164

0.0

6

25

31.0

Particle size calibrations

Run 1-3 at 72 dpi. = 508,664 pixels

Run 4-5 at 72 dpi. = 538,483 pixels

Run 6-7 at 72 dpi. = 541,063 pixels

8587.0

8597.0

8642.0

8587.0

9167.0

9306.0

9732.0

9987.0

10253.0

10482.0

10788.0

11615.0

11638.0

11659.0

12263.O

12295.0

12298.0

12311.0

12335.0

12355.0

12379.0

13747.0

13764.0

13770.0

13789.0

13795.0

a b c d e f g

2.583046 2.558578 2.696979

2.618675 2.593871 1.907052 2.215794

4.106781 4.067881 3.88496 4.156323 3.247592 3.593161 2.763581
4.755112 4.710071 4.199846 3.191108 2.985008

36.85054 36.50149

36.49171 36.14605

36.67409 36.32671

2.473078 2.449652 2.663053 2.730483 2.860578 2.828615

3.134143 3.104455 2.828615 3.618376
38.76242 37.39232

35.64124 34.00761

34.91626 34.58553

36.05791

44.704

42.04606

44.94013

43.899

45.53423

44.57772

42.62378

3.618862 3.489112 2.104013 3.354346 2.1474

5.44949 5.51677 4.294799 2.783348 3.669478 2.783348

6.043319 3.326737 3.515445

Run 4-7 data - particles app A
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Appendix A: Solid Hydrogen Experiments for Atomic Propellants
Data from image analyses -

Bryan Palaszewski

NASA Glenn, MS 5-10

05/30/2001

Solid Hydrogen Experiments for Atomic Propellants

Particle sizes from Solid Hydrogen video observations

Dewar Diameter = 12.4375 in.

Dewar inside diameter = 12 and 7/16 inches

Particle size calibrations

Run 1-3 at 72 dpi. = 508,664 pixels

Run 4-5 at 72 dpi. = 538,483 pixels

Run 6-7 at 72 dpi. = 541,063 pixels

Run 7

Particle diameter (mm) 17:58:51 4:22:24

17:58:52 0:00:01 4:22:25

17:58:52 0:00:01 4:22:25

17:58:57 0:00:06 4:22:30

1?:59:01 0:00:10 4:22:34

17:59:03 0:00:12 4:22:36

17:59:06 0:00:15 4:22:39

0.0 15744.0

1 15745.0 4.524852 5.224849 5.224849 2.750013 3.15602 3.644258 4.251635
1.1 15745.1 20.57141 15.79073 7.967799 11.15492 11.73439
6.0 15750.0 4.273272 4.97159 3.912749

10.0 15754.0 3.354346 2.647492 3.242503 3.0671 4.685073 3.744119 3.719405 3.354346

12.0 15756.0 3.912749 4.877955 4.005922 4.358745 3.381728 4.953004 4.051706 4.504424 4.87795

15.0 15759.0 3.381728 2.71627 3.889106 3.408891 3.669478 3.298898 4.186053
17:59:07 0:00:16 4:22:40 16.0 15760.0 3.889106 3.213934 3.515445 3.381728 4.163963
18:06:58 0:08:07 4:30:31 487.0 16231.0 116.8817

18:11:54 0:13:03 4:35:27 783.0 16527.0 118.8147

18:14:59 0:16:08 4:38:32 968.0 16712.0 115.586

18:18:01 0:19:10 4:41:34 1150.0 16894.0 118.6399

18:21:41 0:22:50 4:45:14 1370.0 17114.0 117.0252

18:25:17 0:26:26 4:48:50 1586.0 17330.0 118.7262

18:25:48 0:26:57 4:49:21 1617.0 17361.0 4.743761 4.915623 3.381728 9.679986 4.763163

18:26:01 0:27:10 4:49:34 1630.0 17374.0 3.381728 2.750013 2.059713 4.763163 4.31622 6.456499

18:26:11 0:27:20 4:49:44 1640.0 17384.0 2.429505 4.208027 3.768671 12.13993 11.85551

18:26:17 0:27:26 4:49:50 1646.0 17390.0 22.0378 11.25696 11.73825 11.33046

18:26:20 0:27:29 4:49:53 1649.0 15773.0 8.717491 7.004606 16.20682 9.080226

18:26:27 0:27:36 4:50:00 1656.0 17400.0 6.95174 7.043995 3.889106 4.915623

18:26:54 0:28:03 4:50:27 1683.0 17427.0 8.427005 6.541644 9.221326

18:31:03 0:32:12 4:54:36 1932.0 17676.0 148.249 28.75913 13.83032

18:32:13 0:33:22 4:55:46 2002.0 17746.0 151.8933

18:35:02 0:36:11 4:58:35 2171.0 17915.0 23.41355 14.60863 11.72252

18:39:04 0:40:13 5:02:37 2413.0 18157.0 32.94422 7.512831 3.036882 4.028879

Run 4-7 data - particles app A
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APPENDIX B

SOLID HYDROGEN VIDEO IMAGES: MARCH 23, 1999

Figure B1.---Solid hydrogen images: Run 1- 13:36:11.

Figure B2.---Solid hydrogen images: Run 1 - 13:37:06.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_

Figure B3.---Solid hydrogen images: Run 1 - 13:37:15.
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Figure B4.--Solid hydrogen images: Run 1 - 13:37:28

Figure B5.--Solid hydrogen images: Run 1 - 13:38:54

Figure B6.--Solid hydrogen images: Run 1 - 13:41:44
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Figure B7.---Solid hydrogen images: Run 1 - 13:41:46.

Figure B8.---Solid hydrogen images: Run 2- 14:13:34.

Figure B9.---Solid hydrogen images: Run 2- 14:13:42.
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Figure B10.--Solid hydrogen images: Run 2- 14:13:57.

Figure Bll.---Solid hydrogen images: Run 2- 14:14:25.
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